Information structure, i.e the way speakers construct sentences to present new information in the context of old, can capture rich linguistic information about the discourse structure of scientific documents. Information structure has been found useful for important Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks, such as information retrieval and extraction. Since scientific articles typically follow a certain discourse structure describing the prior work, problem being solved, methods used, and so forth, it could also be useful for summarization of these articles. In this work we focus on a scheme of information structure called Argumentative Zoning (AZ), and investigate whether its categories could support extractive text summarization in a scientific domain. We develop a summarization system that uses AZ categories (i) as features and (ii) in the final sentence selection process. We evaluate the system directly as well as using task-based evaluation. The results show that AZ can support both full document and customized summarization. We report a statistically significant improvement in summarization performance against a competitive baseline that uses journal section labels instead of AZ information.
Introduction
Information structure is the study of how writers package information into a sentence and convey new information (e.g. new methods, results and conclusions) in the context of old information (e.g. previous or related work) within a document. A number of frameworks capturing different aspects of information structure (including e.g. discourse, rhetorical, argumentative and conceptual) have been proposed, many of which focus on scientific documents (Teufel and Moens, 2002; Shatkay et al., 2008; Teufel et al., 2009; Liakata et al., 2010) . Scientific documents are highly structured in nature, and knowledge about their information structure can support important Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems aimed at improving information access to scientific literature.
To date, information structure has proven useful for different information retrieval and extraction tasks, as well as for manual literature review (Tbahriti et al., 2006; Ruch et al., 2007; Guo et al., 2011b) . One NLP task which is highly important for the scientific domain and which might similarly benefit from information structure is document summarization. Scientific articles are well structured containing sections such as "Prior work", "Method", "Experiments" etc, and also contain a rich network of citations. While section and citation based features have been exploited extensively in prior summarization works (see section 2), categories of information structure have received little attention. A good summarization system should be able to identify the "key" concepts in an article and generate a summary that has good coverage over the ideas expressed in the article. In the case of scientific documents, information structure can capture rich linguistic characteristics defined by eg. the discourse status of sentences, and therefore could help a summarization system select the right mix of sentences to be used from the document. (Teufel and Moens, 2002 ) introduced a scheme of information structure called Argumentative Zoning (AZ) which classifies sentences in scientific text into categories (such as Aim, Background, Own, Contrast and Basis) on the basis of their rhetorical status in scientific discourse. They performed experiments which show that AZ can be used to identify and summarize novel contributions as well as background information in a scientific article. However, they did not investigate integrating AZ in an automatic summarization system.
In this paper we focus on this topic and explore whether knowledge about information structure could be used to support an actual summarization system performing extractive summarization in the scientific domain. Like (Teufel and Moens, 2002) , we focus on AZ because this scheme has aided many other NLP tasks and has shown wide applicability across different scientific domains (including e.g. computational linguistics, chemistry, biology). Experimenting on biomedical corpus data, we use the version of AZ adapted for biology by (Mizuta et al., 2006) .
We develop a simple summarization system for evaluation purposes and use it as a framework when investigating two approaches to integrating both manually and automatically obtained AZ categories into summarization: (i) including them as features in a classification task for selecting sentences that should be part of a summary, along with other features that have traditionally been found useful in such a classification task, and (ii) using them as a selection mechanism for identifying the final set of sentences that should be made part of the summaries.
We evaluate these approaches via two task-based evaluations -extractive summarization of complete articles as well as generation of customized summaries based on user requirements. We also compare their performance against a competitive baseline that makes use of section labels (instead of AZ labels) in biomedical articles. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that compares the use of section labels against AZ in summarization. The results are promising. They demonstrate that AZ can be an effective feature to include in summarization systems and can improve the quality of summaries generated for scientific papers. Both manually and automatically obtained AZ labels prove useful. In the future, the approach could be optimised for integration in state of the art summarization systems as well as used for task-based evaluation and comparison of different automatic AZ lebeling systems.
Related work

Summarization in Scientific Literature
Scientific literature continues to be a major domain for summarization research along with news articles. Different types of summaries can be generated for such documents. For example, one could be interested in automatically generating an abstract-like summary for an article or a group of articles, or one may require a customized summary describing specific types of information (e.g. experiments or results) in articles only. Further, sentences in such summaries may be a paraphrased representation of the information present in the original documents (abstractive summarization) or may be a subset of those in the original article (extractive summarization).
An important characteristic of scientific articles is the presence of citations. Citations have been used in different summarization systems. Recent work such as that by (Abu-Jbara and Radev, 2011), and ) make use of citation sentences in other scientific papers to summarize the contributions of a paper. Although it is the ideas of one paper that are being summarized, this approach involves searching for references to the paper in other papers, and extracting sentences from them to build summaries.
Other recent work such as that of uses Markov Random Fields to detect patterns that create context data (background information) for a paper, while (Mei and Zhai, 2008) use citations as a measure of "impact" in a field and use it for summarization. Latent Semantic Analysis based methods have also been used for summarization of documents. (Steinberger et al., 2005) use LSA along with anaphora resolution to improve document summarization while (Ozsoy et al., 2010) propose multiple LSA based summarization algorithms in which the sentence selection criteria is modified using the "concept" matrix derived at the end of singular value decomposition (SVD) step.
In this paper we use argumentative zones (AZ) for extractive summarization of scientific papers. Extractive summarization generates summaries by selecting a subset of the sentences from the original document. We use a classifier trained using the author-created abstracts of articles to identify sentences from the full document for a system-generated summary and use clustering to further select sentences. AZ information is used both as a feature in classification as well as a guiding step during clustering.
Argumentative Zoning and NLP Tasks
Argumentative Zoning (AZ) classifies sentences from scientific text based on their rhetorical status in terms of problem solving (e.g."What are the contributions of the paper?"), intellectual attribution (sentences that describe prior work etc) and relatedness amongst articles. The original AZ scheme of (Teufel and Moens, 2002) , applied to the domain of computational linguistics, included five rhetorical zone categories (Aim, Background, Own, Contrast and Basis) and a fully supervised classifier was trained to classify each sentence in scientific articles in one of these categories. Subsequent work and applications of this scheme to other domains (e.g. chemistry, biology) have resulted in finer-grained AZ classifications.
Most approaches to automatic AZ detection rely on fully supervised machine learning. A high accuracy above 80% have been reported with the best of these approaches. (Guo et al., 2011a) has developed an approach based on active learning which performs (as its best) as well as fully supervised approaches but requires only a small amount of labeled data.
Most work on information structure has been evaluated directly on manually annotated data sets. Previous task-based evaluations, mostly conducted on AZ, include information retrieval and extraction tasks, along with literature review in biomedicine (Tbahriti et al., 2006) (Ruch et al., 2007) , (Guo et al., 2011b) . (Teufel and Moens, 2002) reported experiments which suggest that AZ should also be helpful for automatic summarization. They used zones to identify and "summarize" new contributions in scientific papers. Sentences from the Aim, Contrast and Basis zones were used to highlight new contributions of a paper. When including information about "background work" in a summary, directly using sentences labeled with the Background zone reduced precision. They therefore trained a classifier based on annotated data that identifies sentences from the Background zone for a short "summarized" version of the document. Although this work suggests that AZ could be useful for summarization, it does not develop or employ an actual summarization system. Related work by (Farzindar and Lapalme, 2004) used "thematic" structures (rather than AZ) (Introduction, Context, Judicial Analysis and Conclusion) in law judgments to generate summaries. They identified "cue" strings for each of these themes and used verb classes to filter out citation sentences. To summarize the text they used a heuristic function based on position of paragraphs in a document, position of paragraph in a thematic segment, tf-idf distribution and cue words specific to each theme. The summary lengths were controlled by using the distribution of themes in the abstract to select a proportionate number of sentences from each theme. However, scientific articles differ from law judgments because the documents are highly structured and contain "sections" which are defined by the authors.
In this paper we investigate whether AZ could be used to support a summarization system in the scientific domain. We focus on biomedicine and experiment with the AZ scheme developed for biology by (Mizuta et al., 2006) . We employ manual AZ annotations in the main experiments (in order to investigate the direct impact of AZ on summarization) but also report experiments where automatic annotations from the weakly supervised AZ labeling system of (Guo et al., 2011a) are used. We integrate the AZ labels into a summarization system as features and also use them to aid the final sentence selection process in summarization. We perform both direct and task-based evaluation which shows that both methods can support automatic summarization.
Method
Most scientific papers contain an abstract which provides a short description of the work presented in the paper. The abstracts are created by the authors and can be regarded as summaries of papers. Using such abstracts as the gold-standard we describe a method for generating summaries. The summaries can vary in length (i.e. be more elaborate or concise than the original abstracts) which is useful in the scientific domain where users (e.g. scientists) have highly varied summarization needs. Our method has two main stages: classification and sentence clustering. The classifier creates an initial candidate set of sentences for the summary, and the sentence clusterer identifies groups of similar sentences in this set which are then used to create the final summary. The clustering step, employed by many summarization systems, removes redundancy from the candidate pool and thus improves the quality of the summary. Figure 1 gives an overview of the training phase of the summarization system. Sentences from the training articles are pre-processed as described in section 4.1. and annotated with the section labels (i.e. the section of the article to which the sentence belongs) and zone labels. They also undergo stop word removal and lemmatization. After pre-processing, the feature vector representations of the sentences are created and used to train a classifier using the Weka tool kit 1 .
After training, the system can accept documents for summarization. An article is pre-processed and its feature vector representation is created as during training. A parameter specified by a user controls the compression ratio by adjusting the classifier threshold as well the number of clusters used. After classification, the positively labeled instances are filtered using a sentence clusterer, and a final summary is generated. Figure 2 shows an overview of the execution phase of the summarization system.
The next section describes the actual methods and features used for classification. Section 3.2 gives details about the clustering stage and section 3.3 describes how the parameter specifying the compression ratio is used to adjust the length of the summaries.
Sub-component for classification
Let A be the set of sentences in the abstracts of papers, and let D be the sentences in the main sections of the papers. Using the set of sentences in A and D, we trained a classifier that learns how to generate a set of sentences C, C ⊆ D, which is the candidate set of sentences that are to be made part of a summary.
We require both positive and negative labeled instances for training a classifier. The sentences in the abstract can be considered as positive labeled instances but those in the main text are unlabeled, i.e. they could be positive or negative. The problem of training a classifier using positive and unlabeled data has been studied before. A state-of-the-art method has been described in (Elkan and Noto, 2008) , where the classifier is built using positive and unlabeled instances. The model predicts probabilities that differ by a constant factor from the actual conditional probabilities of being positive. Using the constant factor, one can estimate the probabilities of positive and negative instances. We employ this method to train a classifier for selecting the candidate set of sentences (referred to as the "non-traditonal classifier" based method in section 4.3.2).
Instead of using the positive and unlabeled data, one could artificially generate some labeled data and use that for training a classifier. Consider a similarity metric ω(S 1 , S 2 ) that returns a score indicating the similarity between two sentences S 1 and S 2 . Using this similarity metric ω 2 we can identify those sentences in the main text that are most similar to the sentences in the abstract and label them as positive instances, while the others can be labeled as negative instances. A traditional classifier model based on Support Vector Machines was built using these positive and negative instances.
Features used for classification
We used various features for representing the training and test samples used by the classifier, including the new AZ feature as well as features that have proved successful in previous related works, e.g. (Abu-Jbara and Radev, 2011).
• Verbs feature: Sentences in the abstract tend to contain many verbs. For example, text fragments like "We showed that", "we found that", "We used", "we proved" are very common in abstracts, often using past tense. Using the StanfordNLP Part-of-speech (POS) tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003) , each sentence was tagged and verbs along with their tenses were identified and included in the feature set for that sentence.
• tf-idf values: TF-IDF scores for each sentence were used as features for the sentences. The size of tf-idf features is the size of the vocabulary. Each word in the vocabulary along with its tf-idf value in a sentence were used as features.
• Citation and reference occurrences: Sentences containing citations are frequently found where published related work is discussed. They tend to occur in the background, prior or related work sections. We also keep track of sentences that contain references to figures and tables. These point to a section in the same document, while a citation points to a different document. Each sentence is assigned two boolean features, indicating the presence of a citation and a reference to figures or tables, respectively.
• Argumentative zones: Each sentence is labeled with one of eight AZ categories both manually and automatically using the system of (Guo et al., 2011a ).
• Locative features: Sentences tend to have locative characteristics, e.g. most sentences describing prior work occur in the beginning of a paper, while those describing future work tend to occur at the end. Position of sentences has earlier been found to be useful in summarization tasks (Baxendale, 1958) (Conroy and O'leary, 2001 ).
We experimented with different combinations of these features. Citation and location based features were only used by the traditional classifier, as these features are unavailable when the original abstracts are used directly for training.
Sub-component for clustering
A well rounded summary should briefly describe the nature of the problem, the work conducted, and the nature of the results obtained, without repeating any information. Once the sentences have been classified, a clustering step is used to remove redundancy from them and to identify similar sentences. Using the section labels to group similar sentences, we applied the k-means clustering (Lloyd, 1982) to detect clusters within each group. By selecting the centroid from each of the k-clusters in each section group, the final set of sentences were identified for a summary.
An alternative to using the section labels for grouping sentences is to make use of AZ. Sentences with the same AZ label can be grouped together, and the clusters can be identified within each group. We experimented with this option as well. The feature vector representation of sentences used for clustering consists of tf-idf weights as well as variables indicating the presence or absence of verbs.
Controlling the length of summaries
The compression ratio of a summary is defined as the ratio of the number of sentences in the summary generated and the number of sentences in the original article. Using the compression ratio as an input parameter to the system, the length of the summaries can be controlled.
The compression ratio is used to adjust the classification threshold of the classifier. If the number of sentences is too low, the classification threshold is reduced by a fixed step size and sentences are re-classified. This process is repeated until the the compression ratio is a fixed constant t % more than the actual compression ratio required. This relaxed compression ratio is used so that the clustering stage has enough sentences to choose from.
In clustering, the compression ratio is used to determine the number of sub-clusters to be created within each AZ/section label group. Let the compression ratio be denoted by cr, the length of original document be l and the number of distinct AZ labels/section labels in the classified set be m. Then the number of clusters k is given by :
where ceil(x) is a function that returns the smallest integral value that is greater than or equal to the real number x.
Experiments and Results
Data and Pre-processing
We used a corpus of 50 biomedical articles sourced from a number of journals on cancer which are available online at PubMed 3 . The corpus contains 580 sentences in the abstracts and 7,989 sentences in the main body. The sentences were annotated according to the AZ annotation scheme of (Mizuta et al., 2006) . Eight AZ categories 4 appeared in the annotated data 5 , including Background, Conclusion, Problem, Connection, Method, Difference, Result and Future work. Inter-annotator agreement between the two annotators (one domain expert and one computational linguist) was high κ = 0.83 according to Cohen's kappa (Cohen, 1960 For the experiments with automatically obtained AZ labels, we used the weakly-supervised method of (Guo et al., 2011a) to identify the AZ category of each sentence. Based on the active learning and self-training, the method was trained using just 10% of labeled data in a corpus of 1000 biomedical articles. With accuracy of 81% it performs similarly with supervised methods that employ all the labels (Guo et al., 2010) .
We split the articles in our corpus into 3 sets for training, testing and validation. The validation set was created from a small set of sentences from abstracts and was used to learn a classifier from positive and unlabeled training samples (Elkan and Noto, 2008) .
All sentences were tagged using the Stanford NLP POS tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003) with the Penn treebank tagset 6 . In addition, the articles were lemmatized using the Stanford NLP lemmatizer 7 and stop words were removed using stop-lists available on the Internet.
Experiments
We evaluated the method on two tasks: full document and customized summarization. In full document summarization, a user-specified compression ratio is used to automatically summarize the contents of the entire article. In customized summarization, the user specifies the length and the focus of the summary to be generated (e.g. a summary of the "methods" described in the paper only).
Evaluation Measures
The ROUGE-N measure (Lin, 2004 ) is used frequently for evaluation of summarization systems. ROUGE stands for Recall Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation and the ROUGE-N score is calculated by counting the number of overlapping N-grams between a user generated/reference summary and a system summary. ROUGE does not consider the length of the summaries, and therefore, if an entire article is returned, it could get the best ROUGE score as the number of n-gram matches will be high. Therefore, compression ratios (cr), i.e. ratio of the number of sentences in the summary (|S summar y |) generated and the number of sentences in the original article (|S ar t icle |) are also frequently used.
We used as the primary evaluation metric the F 1 8 measure, calculated using the number of overlapping n-grams between the summary generated at different compression ratios and the abstracts created by the authors.
Full article summarization
In this task, sentences from the abstracts were used to learn how to generate full length summaries of articles. Different combinations of features were used to train classifiers.
Training
Sentences from the abstracts were used to train a non-traditional classifier of (Elkan and Noto, 2008) and to create an artificial set of positive and negative instances for training the traditional classifier. The artificial data set was created by selecting such sentences from the main text that were similar to sentences from the abstract. The similarity criteria was based on the cosine distance between the feature vectors of the sentences. The following section describes the results for both these methods with different combinations of features. Figure 3 shows the performance of the non-traditional classifier methods for summarization when manual AZ labels are used. We varied the compression ratio between 5% and 25% in steps of 5% and studied the performance. We report here the results using the compression ratio of 10% because it produces summary length that corresponds the closest to the length of the actual abstracts. As can be seen, during clustering, the use of AZ labels considerably improves the F 1 scores and also improves both precision and recall (ROUGE-1). The features used during classification are the verb features, the tf-idf features and the AZ label features. Other features (e.g. locative and citation based) were not used in this method as they are unavailable in the sentences from the abstracts and in the training data. Figure 4 shows the performance of the traditional classifier based summarization, again using manual AZ labels. Here the results are better when clustering employs the AZ labels instead of section labels for grouping sentences. Features based on location of sentences and citations were used as the training data consists of sentences from the main text. The use of citation features along with locative features improves the performance of the summarizer, though the non-traditional classifier outperforms the traditional classifier.
Results
The use of section labels for clustering is a tough baseline to beat, as these sections contain sentences that the authors themselves deemed fit to belong to those sections. For example, sentences belonging to a section called "Result" could be considered to identify sentences relating to "Results", but the use of sentences belonging to the argumentative zone called "Result" are not confined just to the "Result" section, and the use of the AZ labels shows a significant improvement in performance. We also experimented using clustering without creating cluster groups based on sections or AZ and found that the use of AZ labels improves performance. The improvement in F 1 scores when using AZ during the clustering stage was found to be statistically significant (p < 0.03).
Finally, we performed an experiment using automatically detected AZ labels by the method of (Guo et al., 2011a) . Using the best feature configurations for the task, this results in a small (2%) drop in F 1 scores when compared to the use of manual labels, but slight improvement when compared to the use of section labels (See Figure 5 ). : Performance when using AZ labels automatically generated using the weakly supervised method of (Guo et al., 2011a) 
Customized summarization
In this task, the system generates summaries for some parts of the paper based on user requirements. We evaluated the system on two customized summary tasks that our experts found useful for biomedical literature review: the summarization of "Results" in a paper and the "Discussion" in a paper. The evaluation was done against gold-standard summaries for 50 articles, generated by a human expert (an expert in biomedical research). The expert was asked to generate the customized summaries by selecting sentences from the main body of the articles and to ensure that the summaries generated do not exceed 40 % of the full article length. The gold-standard summaries were also used for training as described in the next section.
Training
The gold-standard summary set was split for training and testing (60-40 % split). The sentences from the gold-standard were used as positive labels for training the classifier, while the negative instances were labeled in two ways.
In the first method, sentences from the main article, which were not part of the gold-standard summary, were labeled as negative instances. Thus, in this case, the whole set of sentences from the article is available for training. In the second method, the AZ labels of the sentences are used to get a reduced set of negative instances. Sentences from the zone best suited to the customized summary task are selected. For example, in the customized summarization task for "Results"' in a paper, the negative instances will only contain sentences which are not part of the gold-standard and which belong to the "Results" zone. This method is referred to as "Zone pre-selection"' in the results section.
Results
For the customized summarization task, the summary lengths are controlled based on the number of sentences desired instead of the compression ratio. Estimating a compression ratio based on the full length of the article is not suitable because the task focuses on summarizing a "part" of the article (only the "results" for example), and not the entire article. The "part" of the article that is summarized is based on the "type" of information the user is interested in, and is not by itself, explicitly demarcated in the original article.
In this task, therefore, if x is the number of sentences required in the summary, the the number of clusters are given by:
When zone pre-selection is employed, the clustering stage was found to be less useful for the "Results" and "Discussion" summarization tasks, because the classification stage itself was able to identify a good set of sentences to be used for the summary. The problem of redundant information is reduced, because the summaries are generated of some "parts" of the document and not the entire document, reducing chances of redundancy.
It must also be noted that this behaviour may not be universally true for all types of customized summaries. For example, summarization of the "Background" work in a paper, which usually contains more information and tend to be larger sections, may contain redundant information and the classifier may not be as selective due to the increase in length of the text being summarized. Figure 6 presents results for the two customized summarization tasks. The use of zone preselection improves the results considerably against the baseline system which does not make use of zone pre-selection. There is a 76 % improvement in F 1 scores in the "Results" task and an improvement of 54 % in the "Discussion" task. It can also be seen that the use of AZ as a feature for classification does not cause significant change in performance. This was also noticed in the full document summarization task, where AZ were found to be most effective during the clustering stage and not during the classification stage. Figure 7 compares the performance of the best performing customized summarization configuration (Zone pre-selection) using weakly supervised AZ labels. An analysis of the errors made by the weakly supervised automated AZ labeling method showed that the "Results" and "Conclusion" AZ labels account for 9% and 20% of the errors respectively. The "Conclusion" AZ category is one where the annotators to have most disagreement, partly because many sentences include elements of both discussion and some other zone (e.g. methods or results), yet annotators are asked to assign each sentence to one category only. Nevertheless, our experiments shows that the performance of the summarization system when using automatically generated AZ labels is comparable to that of a system using manually labeled AZ labels.
The results presented in this section are promising, showing that AZ can yield improvements in both full document and customized summarization tasks in biomedicine.
Conclusion and Future Work
Most work on the information structure of scientific literature has been evaluated directly against manually labeled data. Task-based evaluation has mainly concentrated on information retrieval and extraction tasks. We have investigated whether AZ could be used to benefit summarization of scientific articles. Although previous work had suggested that AZ can improve summarization, no experiment had been conducted using a full AZ scheme and a real summarization system.
We developed a simple summarization system that uses a classifier to identify a set of candidate sentences, and uses clustering along with AZ labels to reduce redundancy in the summaries generated. The system is capable of creating full document summaries of different length and information density as well as customized summaries based on user requirements. Both types of summaries can be helpful for users in the scientific domain.
We evaluated the summarization performance on both full document and customized summarization and reported statistically significant improvement in performance scores when using AZ labels. The system outperforms a strong baseline method that uses section labels instead of the AZ labels. The improvement of approximately 7 % in F 1 scores in the full document summarization and an improvement of 54-76 % in customized summarization clearly shows that AZ can benefit automatic summarization.
Our main focus was on manual AZ annotations because we wanted to investigate the direct impact and the upper bound of AZ on summarization. However, also our pilot experiments using automatic AZ annotations show improvement in summarization performance. Future work could use our method as a framework for task-based evaluation of AZ labeling systems.
In this initial investigation on the topic, we kept the summarization framework intentionally simple for evaluation purposes. Future work could optimise the use of AZ for state-of-the-art summarization systems and also explore further ways of integrating AZ in the task. For example, our experiments show that zones are useful for building better clusters. Instead of employing clustering to reduce redundancy, one could investigate the use of diversity ranking algorithms. Once the sentences have been grouped based on zone labels, as described in section 3.2, diversity ranking algorithms, e.g. (Radlinski et al., 2008) , could be used to obtain a ranked list of topically or information "diverse" sentences, from which the summary could be built.
Alternatively, instead of using a classification and clustering based approach, sentences from the main article could be selected based on a diversity ranking algorithm and then the final summary could be built using the distribution of zones in the abstracts or gold standard summaries as a "summary template".
Although we focused on AZ due to its good applicability to different scientific domains, success in previous task-based evaluations, and the availability of a weakly-supervised AZ detection method which enables easy porting between NLP tasks, it would be interesting to investigate and compare the usefulness of other schemes of information structure for summarization.
